Abstract. In the context of the KeY program verifier and the associated Dynamic Logic for Java we discuss the first instance of applying a generalised approach to the treatment of memory heaps in verification. Namely, we allow verified programs to simultaneously modify several different, but possibly location sharing, heaps. In this paper we detail this approach using the Java Card atomic transactions mechanism, the modelling of which requires two heaps to be considered simultaneously -the basic and the transaction backup heap. Other scenarios where multiple heaps emerge are verification of real-time Java programs, verification of distributed systems, modelling of multi-core systems, or modelling of permissions in concurrent reasoning that we currently investigate for KeY. On the implementation side, we modified the KeY verifier to provide a general framework for dealing with multiple heaps, and we used that framework to implement the formalisation of Java Card atomic transactions. Commonly, a formal specification language, such as JML, hides the notion of the heap from the user. In our approach the heap becomes a first class parameter (yet transparent in the default verification scenarios) also on the level of specifications.
Introduction
In the formal verification of object-oriented programs the verification tools and associated logics are constantly improved and developed to handle new verification challenges and to deal with larger and more complex programs. Some of these challenges are efficient reasoning about linked data structures [7, 14] or concurrent programs [11, 15, 1] . Central in all these efforts is the notion of the object heap that is used in respective logics to represent the memory that programs operate on and to handle possible object aliasing. In particular, Separation Logic [22] , that some of the verification systems utilise, is strictly built around the notion of the heap, rather than the program that operates on it.
In a similar spirit, the KeY system 1 [2] , an interactive verifier for Java programs, was recently redesigned and reimplemented to introduce explicit heap representation to the Java Dynamic Logic [23] . Previously, the heap was represented in the KeY logic implicitly through special semantics of object field updates with complex built-in rewrite rules [2, Chap. 3] . In the new version the heap is explicit, directly accessible through a dedicated program variable heap. In particular, this change in heap treatment enables reasoning with dynamic frames [12] in KeY. To accommodate dynamic frames style of specifications KeY uses an extended version of the Java Modelling Language (JML) [4] , named JML*. In the proof obligation generation process the framing conditions expressed in JML* are translated to Java Dynamic Logic by constructing appropriate formulae over the heap program variable.
In the default scenario a Java program operates on just one main heap and so does the reasoning system when such programs are verified. Any specification elements, like the JML assignable clauses that express framing conditions, implicitly refer to this one heap. For example, "assignable o.f, o.g;" states that fields f and g of object o might be modified on the heap. There are, however, scenarios with computation models that refer to more than one heap. The first and the simplest example is in distributed programs, where some method may modify a set of locations locally as well as remotely through a remote call. For example, such a method could have this framing specification:
stating that an object o that is stored both locally and remotely (by holding a copy) is modified partly here and partly there. Note that this notion of multiple heaps is different from Separation Logic, which also talks about several heaps. In Separation Logic a heap can be split into two or more separate heaps with disjoint locations. Here we consider heaps that may (but do not have to) share common locations, i.e., one heap may be a (partial) copy of another. In particular, one location can be changed simultaneously on two or more heaps. Generally, different heaps represent different memory sites, either real physical ones or ones introduced to the reasoning system for modelling certain properties.
Our particular use case for considering more than one heap emerged during the rework of the support for Java Card atomic transactions [25, Chap. 7] in KeY to follow the new explicit heap model. The Java Card technology [6] provides a platform to program smart cards with a considerably stripped off version of Java with no concurrency, floating point numbers, or dynamic class loading. The lack of these features along with the security sensitive application areas of smart cards in the financial sector (bank cards), telecommunications (SIM cards), or identity (e.g., electronic passports), used to make Java Card an ideal verification target for many verification tools [24, 16, 5] . However, one complicating factor in Java Card that was initially overseen by researchers is the said atomic transaction mechanism. The KeY system was the first verification tool to fully formalise the details of Java Card transactions and provide a working implementation [3, 18] .
In short, the transaction mechanism provides a way to group assignments into atomic blocks to preserve the consistency of heap data, which by default in Java Card physically resides in the permanent EEPROM memory. Furthermore, it provides mechanisms to make exceptions to the transaction data roll-back rules as well as to change the default target memory for heap data to reside in the volatile RAM instead. The core of our formalisation of this in Java Dynamic Logic is the simultaneous use of two heap variables in the computation model. The first represents the regular heap. The second one is used to store the backup copy of the heap for the case when the transaction needs to be aborted and the contents of the heap restored. The assignment rules in the logic operate on both heaps at the same time, raising the need to specify framing conditions for these two heaps in JML*. In effect, the heap becomes a specification parameter, a simple example for heap-parametric frame specification would be:
In the remainder of the paper we explain these ideas using the formalisation of the Java Card transaction mechanism in KeY as a case study. This consists of the core formalisation discussed in Sect. 2 and the extensions necessary for modular reasoning discussed in Sect. 3. The use of two heaps is not the only possible way to formalise Java Card transactions. However, the solution with two heaps provides a very clean formalisation with little implementation overhead (discussed in Sect. 4), especially compared to our previous work [3] , and gives a uniform framework to apply our ideas in other verification domains. We discuss this in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 6. The rest of this section is the relevant background information about Java Card [6, 25] and the Java Dynamic Logic [2, 23] . Java Card. The Java Card technology provides means to program smart cards with Java. The technology consists of a language specification, which defines the subset of permissible Java in the context of smart cards, a Virtual Machine specification, which defines the semantics of the Java byte-code when run on a smart card, and finally the API, which provides access to the specific routines usually found on smart cards. The complicating feature of Java Card is that programs directly operate on two memories built into the card chip. Any data allocated in the EEPROM memory is persistent and kept between card sessions, the data that resides in RAM is transient and always lost on card power-down. The memory allocation rules are: (i) all local variables are transient, (ii) all newly created objects and arrays are by default persistent, and (iii) when allocated with a dedicated API call any array (but not an object) can be made transient. Note the important difference between a reference to an object and the actual object contents. While the object fields are stored in the persistent memory, the reference to that object can be kept in a local variable and be transient itself.
2 Any Java variable, once allocated in its target memory, is transparent to the programmer from the syntax point of view, and it is only the underlying Java Card VM that takes appropriate actions according to the memory type associated with the object.
Objects allocated in EEPROM provide the only permanent storage to an application. To maintain consistency of data in EEPROM, Java Card offers the atomic transaction mechanism accessed through the API. The following is a brief, but complete summary of the transaction rules. Updating a single object field or array element is always atomic. Updates can be grouped into transaction blocks, a static API call to beginTransaction opens such a block, which is ended by a commitTransaction call, an explicit abortTransaction call, or an implicit abort caused by an unexpected program termination (e.g., card power loss). A commit guarantees that all the updates in the block are executed in one atomic step. An abort reverts the contents of the persistent memory to the state before the transaction was entered. Note that an explicit abort does not terminate the whole application, only cancels out persistent updates from within the transaction and the program continues its execution. Finally, the API provides so-called nonatomic methods to bypass the transaction mechanism. A non-atomic update of a persistent array element is never cancelled out by an abort, provided the same array was not manipulated with regular assignments earlier in the same transaction. We provide illustrative examples for these rules later in Sect. 2. Java Dynamic Logic with Explicit Heap. The Java Dynamic Logic (JDL) [2, 23] of the KeY system is an instance of Dynamic Logic [8] tailored to Java. Modalities p φ and [p]φ represent the notion of total and partial correctness, respectively, of program p w.r.t. property φ. Java programs are deterministic, hence total correctness requires p's termination, including the absence of top-level exceptions, for partial correctness termination is not required. Formula φ is built from logic terms using the usual connectives. Terms contain references to logic variables -rigid symbols whose valuation is independent of the program state, and program variables -non-rigid symbols that are program state dependent.
The verification of Java programs in the KeY system is based on symbolic execution realised through a sequent calculus. Program p in the modality is transformed by dedicated calculus rules to progressively reduce the program p into a description of the resulting program state. This description, denoted by U, is called an update, and is essentially a set of canonical assignments of terms to program variables. The following two rules are characteristic for JDL:
In these rules π denotes an inactive prefix of the program, e.g., a try{ block opening, a label, or a logic-only description of the current method call stack. The remaining statements of the verified program that the current rule does not operate on are denoted with ω. The if rule unfolds the if-statement, which is removed from the modality, and two proof branches are created, where the execution of the two if branches, resp. p and q, can continue. The branch condition b is evaluated in the current state by applying the state update U to it. The assign rule transforms an assignment of a simple expression se to a local variable v into the update U.
A complete symbolic execution of a program results in an empty modality and a set of updates that can be applied to the formula φ to check the validity of the initial claim p φ. If we consider U to be an operator on φ then it actually is another modality, one that only accepts sequences of canonical assignments as valid programs with the important property that the valuation of the formula φ can be quickly performed with a sequence of one-way update simplification and application rules, i.e., an equivalent of the weakest precondition calculus.
So far this covers only local Java variables, the need to reason about objects and arrays introduces the notion of a heap into the logic. The heap is represented as a dedicated program variable of a logic sort Heap and treated on equal grounds with other program variables. In particular, references and updates to the heap variable can directly appear in the set of updates U. The immutable terms of the sort Heap are built using rigid function symbols select and store, that allow, respectively, querying the heap for a value of a given location, and constructing a new heap with some location updated to a new value w.r.t. some old heap. In particular, the assignment rule for updating an object field f is the following (fields are also first class citizens in JDL):
For a specification language the KeY system employs JML*, an extension of JML [4] to accommodate dynamic frames [12] . This extension introduces the primitive type of location sets into JML and allows the assignable clauses to refer to variables of such a type instead of static locations. Since dynamic frames are an orthogonal issue to our formalisation of transactions, JML* is synonymous with JML for the work we present here. Moreover, only very basic JML constructs, that we assume the reader is familiar with, are discussed in the paper. In the verification process the KeY system translates a single Java method to be verified and the associated JML* specification into a JDL formula. In this process the heap variable is treated in a special way -it is the properties over this variable that need to be expressed to reflect any framing conditions specified in JML*. A very similar process is applied with similar implications on the heap variable when JML* specifications are used as axioms to replace method calls following the modular verification principles. The JDL offers other strong facilities for reasoning about Java programs, e.g., the modelling of static initialisation, or comprehensive treatment of Java arithmetic including overflow. However, the work we present in this paper neither affects nor is affected by these other features of the logic. The KeY system itself is a GUI based user-friendly interactive verifier for JDL with a high degree of automation to minimise unnecessary interaction, often leading to fully automatic proofs even for considerably complex programs and properties.
Java Card Transactions on Explicit Heaps
In the following, driven by examples, we gradually present the complete formalisation of the Java Card transaction semantics in the KeY JDL and show how multiple heap variables are used. To start with, we introduce native transaction statements to the Java syntax handled by the logic. That is, the logic should allow for the symbolic execution of #beginTr, #commitTr, and #abortTr that define the transaction boundaries in the verified program. Bridging the actual transaction calls from the API to these statements is a straightforward extension int newBalance = 0; #beginTr; this.opCount++; newBalance = this.balance + change; if(newBalance < 0) { #abortTr; }else{ this.balance = newBalance; #commitTr; } of the verification system. Then, consider the snapshot (slightly artificial on purpose) of a Java Card program on the right, where the fields balance and opCount of object this are persistent, permanently storing the current balance and operation count of some payment application. The local variables change and newBalance are transient. Ignoring the transaction statements for the moment, the symbolic execution of this program results in the following state updates:
newBalance := 0, heap := store(heap, this, opCount, select(heap, this, opCount) + 1), newBalance := select(heap, this, balance) + change, heap := store(heap, this, balance, newBalance) (when newBalance ≥ 0)
The symbolic execution of the if statement splits the proof, so the last update only appears on the else proof branch where newBalance ≥ 0 is assumed.
After further simplification, this set of state updates can be applied to evaluate a property querying e.g., the value of operation count, which in the logic would be the term select(heap, this, opCount). The result would indicate a one unit increase w.r.t. the value stored on the heap before this code is executed.
Basic Transaction Roll-Back. Assuming a simplified Java Card definition, updates to local variables should be kept, while the updates to persistent locations should be rolled back to the state before the transaction was started. The persistent locations in the actual program are synonymous with the data stored on the heap in the logic. Hence, in the first attempt it should be sufficient to roll back the value of the whole heap. This can be done by introducing two simple rules for transaction statements #beginTr and #abortTr that, respectively, store and restore the value of the heap to and from a backup heap variable bHeap:
This can be done and works as expected because the heap variable as modelled in KeY JDL has call by value characteristics. Now the set of state updates (on the negative newBalance branch) of our example program is the following:
newBalance := 0, bHeap := heap, heap := store(heap, this, opCount, select(heap, this, opCount) + 1), newBalance := select(heap, this, balance) + change, heap := bHeap (when newBalance < 0)
Whatever terms referring to heap contents should be evaluated with this set of updates, the result would be the values on the heap at the point where it was saved in the bHeap variable. The commit statement needs no special handling apart from silent stepping over this statement. In this case the saved value of the heap in the bHeap variable is simply forgotten until a possible subsequent new transaction where bHeap is freshly overwritten with a more recent heap.
For the very superficial treatment of transaction semantics this is enough to model transactions in JDL. Note that, so far, no new or assignment rules of any kind were introduced and the new heap variable bHeap is not modified in any way apart from being initialised to hold a complete copy of the regular heap.
Transaction Marking and Balancing. The two rules we just introduced do not enforce any order on the transaction statements, they allow to successfully verify malformed programs like "#abortTr; #beginTr;" or "#commitTr; #commitTr;". Furthermore, by Java Card specification, transactions cannot be nested, i.e., the maximum allowed transaction depth is 1, attempts to exceed this limit cause a run-time exception. On the other hand, the scope of a single transaction is very liberal according to the specification -a transaction can be in progress for as long as the card session is active, regardless of the stack of method calls. To simplify our formalisation, we opt for enforcing a stronger requirement -a transaction should be contained in one single Java method. That is, any method that opens a transaction has to close it before the method terminates. This does not exclude complete methods to be called during a transaction, but it does exclude a transaction opening in one method, and closing in another one that is eventually called later on. Our requirement is justified by Java Card security guidelines [21] that ban programs with transaction blocks spanning over several methods (to prevent transaction buffer overruns).
3 In practice, our formalisation not only relies on this requirement, but also enforces it, i.e., programs not adhering to this requirement do not verify.
Consequently, our formalisation restricts the transaction scope in the following way. A transaction marker TR attached to a modality indicates that the current execution context of the verified program is an open transaction. Rules for handling transaction opening and closing statements are now sensitive to this marker and automatically enforce correct transaction balancing. Similarly, rules for discharging empty modalities prevent closing proofs with a remaining transaction marker. In turn, any transaction block has to appear in a single verification context (modality), i.e., one method. Furthermore, the dedicated rule for array assignments can be singled out for transaction contexts only. This keeps verification of regular Java programs clear of any unnecessary transaction 3 Following a similar security rationale we disallow object allocation inside transactions. Real Java Card programs cause serious security risks when objects are allocated in transactions [20] , while the formalisation to deal with the "shady" semantics of object deallocation mandated by the Java Card specification [25] would require modelling of explicit garbage collection, something that Java verification systems in principle are not designed for.
artefacts in the proofs. Finally, knowing that the current point in the symbolic execution is a transaction context is important in modular verification for the local interpretation of heap parametric specifications as explained later in Sect. 3. The rules for transaction statements are the following. An explicit rule for the commit statement is added, in which nothing happens to the heap variable, but the transaction context is cancelled out by removing the TR marker:
Persistent and Transient Arrays. So far in our formalisation we roll back the whole contents of the backup heap, i.e., we operate the bHeap variable as a whole without changing single object locations on it. The separate transaction treatment for the persistent and transient arrays in Java Card now requires also selectively modifying the backup heap, as we describe in the following.
4
The Java Card transaction rules require that the contents of transient arrays, allocated by dedicated API methods, are never rolled back. Since in JDL all arrays are stored on the heap, we somehow need to introduce a selective roll-back mechanism. We achieve this with the following. Whenever an array element is updated in a transaction we check for the persistency type of the array. The check itself is done by introducing an additional implicit boolean field to all objects, called <transient>, that maintains the information about the object's persistency type. Standard allocation rules set this field to false, while the dedicated API methods for creating transient arrays specify this field to be true.
Then, when handling assignments, for persistent arrays we take no additional action, for transient arrays we update the value on the heap and simultaneously update the value on the backup heap bHeap. During an abort, the regular heap is restored to the contents of the backup heap that now also includes updates to transient arrays that were not supposed to be rolled back. The core of the resulting assignment rule for arrays is the following: Non-atomic Updates. The last complication in the transaction rules are the so-called non-atomic updates of persistent array elements. Such updates bypass transaction handling, i.e., no roll-back of data updated non-atomically is performed. Updates to transient arrays as defined by Java Card are in fact nonatomic, as they are never rolled back either. We have just introduced a mechanism that prevents the roll-back of transient arrays, by checking the <transient> field of the array and providing corresponding state updates. To extend this behaviour to persistent arrays, we allow for the implicit <transient> field of an array to be mutable in our logic. In turn, we can temporarily change the assignment semantics for an array by manipulating the <transient> field. Concretely, a non-atomic assignment to a persistent array element can be modelled by first setting the <transient> field to true, then performing the actual assignment, and then changing the value of <transient> back to false. Hence, a non-atomic assignment "a[i] = se;" to a persistent array a, is simply modelled as:
a.<transient> = true; a[i] = se; a.<transient> = false; Then, the array assignment rule we provided above introduces the necessary updates to the regular and backup heaps to achieve transaction bypass.
In Java Card the non-atomic updates are delegated to dedicated API methods, i.e., they are not part of the language syntax. Hence, the manipulation of the <transient> field is delegated to the reference implementation of these API methods, and this emulation of non-atomic assignments is easily achieved in the actual Java Card programs to be verified by KeY. Unfortunately, there is one more condition for nonatomic updates that we need to check. A request for a non-atomic update becomes effective only if the persistent array in question has not been already updated atomically (i.e., with a regular assignment) within the same transaction. If such an update has been performed, any subsequent updates to the array are always atomic within the same transaction and rolled back upon transaction abort. We illustrate this with two simple programs operating on a persistent array a above on the right, for simplicity we mark non-atomic assignments with #= instead of quoting the actual API call that does that. The top program results in a[0] equal to 1 (a non-atomic update is in effect), the bottom program rolls a[0] back to 0, as the regular assignment "a[0] = 2;" disables any subsequent non-atomic assignments, and hence all transaction updates are reverted.
To introduce this additional check in the logic, we employ one more implicit field for array objects, <trUpdated>, that maintains information about atomic updates. Set to true, it indicates that the array was already updated with a regular assignment, false indicates no such updates and allows for non-atomic updates in the same transaction still to be effective. The new assignment rule for arrays needs to be altered to handle all these conditions and also to record the changes to the <trUpdated> field itself. The saturated state updates to be introduced under different conditions in the assignment rule for "a[i] = se;" are the following:
Condition
State update Always heap := store(heap, a, i, se) !a.<transient> bHeap := store(bHeap, a, <trUpdated>, TRUE) a.<transient> and !a.<trUpdated> bHeap := store(bHeap, a, i, se)
The updates to the <trUpdated> field are purposely stored on the backup heap to ease the resetting of this field with each new transaction, because the backup heap is freshly assigned with each new transaction while the regular heap is not. Now, on transaction abort, the heap reverting update filters out any updates to this field on the backup heap using the anonymisation function of the JDL:
Intuitively, this expresses the operation of copying the contents of heap bHeap to heap, but retaining the value of the <trUpdated> field in all objects in heap. This way all manipulations of <trUpdated> in proofs are local to a single transaction.
Heaps as Parameters in JML*
The previous section spelled out the details of formalising Java Card transactions in JDL. The key point in this formalisation is the modified assignment rule in the sequent calculus that now operates on two heap variables. In some sense, assignment rules are always the core of the program logic -they give semantics of state changes for the verified program. A specification language that describes the program behaviour also deals in a large part with the corresponding state changes (or lack thereof). Hence, one can say there is a special correspondence between the assignment rules and the specification language. This means that specifications for methods called in transactions should additionally express properties about data on the backup heap together with the framing conditions. To this end we introduced the following extensions. To redirect any object field access o.f to a different heap one can use the \at operator, e.g., accessing data on the backup heap is expressed with \at(backupHeap,o.f). In this context, the plain field access o.f in fact means \at(heap,o.f). Then, for framing specifications, the assignable clauses also take a heap parameter to bind locations with a corresponding heap: Now it is possible to generate separate proof obligations for the framing conditions for the two heaps and correctly apply method contracts in the presence of two heaps.
We generalise this further. Any specification element in JML*, like a precondition specified with the requires clause, receives a heap parameter. This parameter specifies the applicability context of the given specification element. In particular, specification elements defined for the backup heap are only considered in verification contexts of an open transaction, i.e., within the marked TR · modality. Specification elements not annotated with any heap apply to the default heap that is always active. This way we achieve transparency -old style specifications refer to the regular heap by default and retain their previous semantics. An illustration for this is given in Fig. 1 , where a complete specification for the Java Card API method for updating chunks of arrays in a non-atomic way is given for both the transaction and non-transaction contexts.
Implementation in KeY
Implementing the support for Java Card transactions in KeY was done in two steps. The first step was to generalise the JML* interface to accept multiple heaps and convey the information about them to the proof obligation generation component and the modular reasoning component. This was simply done by considering an arbitrary list of heaps in the corresponding modules rather than referring to the one predefined heap. Until this point the extensions were fully generic, i.e., not specific to the Java Card transaction mechanism in any way. In particular, the generation of concrete formulae for framing conditions remained the same, only now several ones for different heaps are created.
In the second step we added the core formalisation of Java Card transactions to the KeY system. In KeY the logic rules are defined externally, using the socalled taclet language [2, Chap. 4] for defining the corresponding rewrites. The TR marker was added by simply declaring a new modality. Then a handful of new rules we discussed in Sect. 2 were added to the rule base. As an example, a self-explanatory taclet for the #beginTr statement is the following in KeY:
beginJavaCardTransaction { \find (==> \diamond{.. #beginTr; ...}\endmodality phi) \replacewith(==> {backupHeap := heap} \diamond_transaction{.. ...}\endmodality phi) }; Apart from this rule and the transaction specific rule for array assignments the addition of the second heap variable backupHeap required only declaring it. This declaration automatically tells the other components of the KeY system to include it (considering the current verification context) in the corresponding verification tasks, like proof obligation generation or modular application of contracts.
To evaluate our work we revisited our earlier work on the fully verified reference implementation of the Java Card API [19] . We specified the Java Card API methods following the extended JML* syntax (see again Fig. 1 ) and verified both the reference implementation of the API as well as a handful of other Java Card examples that make calls to the Java Card API.
The overall result of our work shows considerable improvements compared to our old formalisation of transactions [3, 18] back when the heap model in JDL was not based on explicit heap access through a special program variable. The complete set of changes to the logic and the calculus is now much smaller, the implementation overhead of the new rules practically negligible, and finally the resulting automatic proofs for Java Card programs much more readable. We attribute these improvements to the use of multiple heaps, which was not possible before. Previously, the semantics of state updates on the implicit heap had to be heavily modified to include a notion of a forgetting update to model data rollback in the logic with deep implications for the calculus and the implementation. Preliminary work in the area of concurrent verification provides another strong case for the explicit use of multiple heaps as we briefly describe next.
New Applications for Multiple Heaps in Verification
In the introduction we mentioned distributed computing as an example where multiple heaps should be considered in the computation model, with at least the local and one remote heap. Another scenario is low level reasoning about systems with (possibly multi-level) cache memory, where one heap would represent the cache and one the main memory. Here the verification could concentrate on the data dependencies and synchronisation between the cache and the main memory. Going further, multi-core systems (like GPUs) could be also modelled using multiple explicit heaps, each heap representing the local memory of a single core. Finally, the real-time Java can be also considered in this context, where programs access memories with different physical characteristics on one embedded device [13] .
In the context of the ongoing VerCors project 5 [1] we currently concentrate on extending the KeY logic to deal with permission based verification of concurrent programs. Permission accounting is a specification oriented methodology for ensuring race freedom in concurrent programs that allows for efficient threadlocal reasoning. Similarly to the implementation of permissions in the Chalice tool [15, 22] we introduce a permission mask to the JDL to keep track of permissions in the verified programs. From our point of view, this permission mask is nothing more than a parallel heap-like structure that stores permission values for each location instead of the actual values. In the first experimental attempt, using the multiple heap framework that we discussed, we simply added a new heap structure to the logic, represented with the program variable permissions, to keep track of the permissions that the local Java thread owns. The location assignment and access rules were amended to ensure, respectively, a write or read permission to a given location. Now, using our heap-aware JML*, we can give permission based specifications: This states that we require a write permission to the location o.f, that this location is changed on the actual heap (the regular assignable), and also that the permission to the location may be modified, e.g., through permission transfer to another thread. Disregarding any specification clauses associated with permissions, in the example the first and the third line, transforms the specification into a permission unaware specification. This can be useful for verifying permission and functional properties separately. Very basic examples with permissions have been already verified with an experimental version of KeY.
Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the use of multiple heaps in formal verification of Java programs using the formalisation of Java Card atomic transactions fully implemented in KeY as an example. We also took the opportunity to give full details of this formalisation that were not yet published elsewhere. In the ongoing work we apply the same methodology to introduce permission based reasoning for concurrent Java programs in KeY. Few other applications in verification have been named as possible directions for more future work.
It seems that none of the other verification systems that we are aware of try to make heap or heap-like structures explicit on the level of the specification language, although certainly some of them indeed use multiple heap or heap-like structures internally. Most notably, the Chalice tool [15, 22] works with two global variables H and P , that, respectively, represent the heap and the permission mask in the Boogie proof obligations. Not exposing the heap in the Separation Logic specifications and associated tools [11, 7] seems natural, however, applying them to new verification scenarios named in Sect. 5 becomes significantly more difficult in our opinion.
When it comes to the formalisation of Java Card atomic transactions, only the Krakatoa tool [17] also provides a sound formalisation and implementation of the transaction roll-back that accounts for the specifics of non-atomic methods. The Krakatoa formalisation relies on keeping extra copies of data to be rolled back on the same heap as all the other data in dedicated backup fields associated with regular fields, i.e., all data fields are backed-up separately instead of the whole heap. This is very similar to our first formalisation of transactions [3] , which turns out to be very heavy-weight compared to our current work. We believe that our current formalisation can be applied easily in other verification systems, as long as such a system is capable of manipulating the heap variable as we do in the KeY logic. A partial support for Java Card transactions has been also recently reported for the VeriFast platform [10] , however, the semantics of the transaction roll-back has not been formalised there. Finally, Java Card transactions have been considered to be formalised in the LOOP tool using program transformation to explicitly model transaction recovery directly in the Java code, but the ideas where never implemented in the tool [9] .
